Get the Attention You Need, FAST...
As Simple as Pushing a Button.

...with a Personal Emergency Reporting System
by Linear®

Be Prepared
In an emergency, time is of the utmost importance. When you require assistance, Linear’s Personal Emergency Reporting System will summon the help you need. Immediately!

Be Assured
If you are concerned about a loved one, an elderly friend, a relative living in your care or living alone, or even yourself ... Linear’s Personal Emergency Reporting System will give you peace of mind, and perhaps even save a life.

What is a PERS?
Linear’s Personal Emergency Reporting System (we call it the P.E.R.S. for short), is a personal protection system Console that provides professional assistance at the touch of a button. There are no telephone numbers to look up, no time wasted trying to dial the phone.

How does a PERS work?
When either the large, easy to find pushbutton on the PERS Console is pressed, or a portable wireless pushbutton is activated near the Console, an emergency telephone call is made to trained monitoring operators standing by. Digital information is automatically sent to the operator to identify yourself and your specific PERS unit.

Then what happens?
The monitoring operator will immediately act to dispatch emergency responders to your location and can call other people you select with your custom call list.

Can I talk with the operator?
Yes! After an emergency call is placed, the operator can converse to you through the PERS Console’s built-in speakerphone. The operator can check on your condition and relay that information to the concerned parties.

What else can a PERS do?
The PERS Console works with Linear’s wireless smoke detectors to report a fire. Other sensors can report flooding, freezing, or other important environmental conditions. The Console can even be setup so daily pressing of a special “activity” button, or activity sensors, keep an automatic emergency call from being placed. Verbal reminder messages, that play on a timed basis, can be set to remind you when to take medications or other important information.

How can I get a PERS?
Contact the installing professional listed on this brochure. They will be happy to further explain Linear’s Personal Emergency Reporting System operation and features.
In Case of Emergency...